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Abstract - The key technology for accessing relevant data from large volume is Information retrieval. Information retrieval technology gives assurance to access large data. The major challenge of information retrieval is to find and manage all existing information in the web. So it became the elementary skill behind web search tool. Knowing the relevant information at the time of requirement is important for people. They considered information as one of the most valuable and strategic goods. But the availability of information nowadays increases tremendously, so this cause information oversupplies [3] and results in time-consumption and difficulty in accessing relevant. Aimed to overcome these difficulties in the beginning itself several automated tools are used for searching information relevant to the user needs. Information retrieval technology gives assurance to access large data. The major challenge of information retrieval is to find and manage all existing information in the web. So it became the elementary skill behind web search tool. The responsibility of IR is to collect and represent the information and allows retrieving the relevant information to exact problems at real time through wired or wireless devices. The intention to find as much possible as additional background information will help an information retrieval system to improve the retrieval accuracy. The furthermost related information’s are offered to the users, and they can assess the relevance with respect to their problems. This scenario requires new advanced tools, which covering in a better way the various phases of the information streams and capable of surviving with the severe limitations of existing tools for information retrieval on the web.
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1. Introduction

The World Wide Web has become an important communication media of business and daily life. In terms of content and usage they became more and more dynamic. Knowing the relevant information at the time of requirement is the important for people. They considered information as one of the most valuable and strategic goods. But the availability of information nowadays increases tremendously, so this cause information oversupplies [3] and results in time-consumption and difficulty in accessing relevant. Aimed to overcome these difficulties in the beginning itself several automated tools are used for searching information relevant to the user needs. The popular tools include Search engines, Meta Search engines and Directories, even though they show poor performance. Information retrieval technology gives assurance to access large data. The major challenge of information retrieval is to find and manage all existing information in the web. So it became the elementary skill behind web search tool. The responsibility of IR is to collect and represent the information and allows retrieving the relevant information to exact problems at real time through wired or wireless devices.

Collection and representation of IR is fully based on user queries, the query is normally composed of words from natural language, and to respond to this with limited clue is a very exciting mission. The intention to find as much possible as additional background information will help an information retrieval system to improve the retrieval accuracy. [7]. The furthermost related information’s are offered to the users, and they can assess the relevance with respect to their problems. This scenario requires new advanced tools, which covering in a better way the various phases of the information streams and capable of surviving with the severe limitations of existing tools for information retrieval on the web.

2. Information Retrieval

The web has become full-fledged with diverse information resources like personal home pages, digital libraries, bibliographies, e-commerce sites and product and service features, research publications, FTP, Usenet news and mail servers [16] and became positioned as the largest distributed information space. Several related studies put
forward that the contents of web doubles every four months [1].

The full potential of the web can be realized only through effective search and retrieval technologies. At present there are so many searching tools are available they retrieve too many documents according to the user query, but from those the relevant document for the users is very little. Moreover it is not necessarily that the relevant documents should appear at the top of the result page.

This is a research on finding out the techniques which can improve the effectiveness of information retrieval. So this research started with the study on navigational strategies for searching the web, evaluation methods for presenting the stuffing of web contents and various models for retrieving it. In order to conduct a comparative analysis we need several measurable parameters. The first step of the study is to find out various parameters and use the result for comparative analysis. After examining these find out the factors which exhibit an efficient performance in information retrieval.

2.1 Traversing the Web

Relevant documents from the web can be retrieved using Web robot. Web robot is a software program which accept user query, locate related documents and rank them according to the query relevance and return those ranked list. But because of the hugeness of documents in the web makes this approach impossible for every user query.

We can utilize the web robot in another practical way, in that create a searchable index of web documents and do the search in that index using web robot. Most of the search tool adopted a practical approach of updating the index periodically. So the index have to construct in an efficient way. The structure of the web is like directed graph. So graph traversal algorithm can be applied, also the client server communication paradigm enables the robot to start from a single computer to traverse the entire web.

The effectiveness of indexing system can be explained by two main parameters: 

Recall is the ratio of the number of relevant documents retrieved to the total number of relevant documents in the collection and 

Precision is the ratio of the number of relevant documents retrieved to the total number of documents retrieved [13]. If at all possible try to maintain high recall and high precision.

2.2 Search Tools and Services

Search tools and search services are the two major sectors of web where automated methods of information retrieval are necessary. Robots are installed for indexing of documents in search tools. The major search tools, search engine, they search in the index database to retrieve web pages relevant to the user query. Search services simplify the web search by hiding the search tools and database from users. The spider in AltaVista index the web documents based on availability of full text of the document. They update the index atleast once a day. They revisit a page according the frequency of its updation, and can sustain Boolean, phrase and case sensitive queries. Their relevance calculation is based on whether the query term appears in the first few lines of the document.

Another search tool Excite, which uses spider program for indexing full text documents. But that spider program searches only web and Usenet groups for updating the index. Using Excite we can search exact query word, or in combination of Boolean operators AND, OR, and NOT. Results are ordered according to the rank and also it provides a “similar” query.

HotBot uses Slurp for indexing web documents. Slurp update the index based on HTML data and meta-text documents. HotBot has distributed index database across several computers so it enables parallel searching process. They support search term, phrase, proper noun, or URL also supports case-sensitive and Boolean searches. Their relevance calculation is based on various factors such as frequency and document length. If the query term appears in the title or META tag has high relevance than others.

InfoSeek Guide has robot for retrieving HTML and PDF documents. They search as usual all web documents as well as especially in Web FAQs also. Its main advantage is that it support searches for symbols, phrases also it searches images based on the caption. The relevance calculation in this method is also based whether the query term appears in the beginning of the documents. Lycos the search tool that can able to retrieve documents which match to the query by even some number of terms. The user can select their option like loose, fair, close, good and strong matches, according to their requirement. In this method the relevance is calculated based on weights of matched terms in the document. If the query term shows in the title or beginning of the document has high relevance.

The robot in WebCrawler has a list of web servers and URLs, and it retrieve documents from that list. It uses the round-robin methodology to avoid repeated fetching of documents from the same server. The relevance is calculated by their regularity in the documents. Heavy weightage is given to the terms which are regular in documents and irregular in reference list. Yahoo is another tool which can be used for both browsing and searching. It also uses robots for collecting new links. It allows Boolean
operators and also phrase searching. The relevance is
given based on the frequency of appearance of query term
in the document.

Google also has the robot to search in the web but the
relevance calculation for indexing is different, here it gives
high rank to the pages that are mostly linked to. It
indicates the importance of a page. Each link to a page is
considered its vote, so the page which have highest vote of
support will get highest rank or top most relevance. Bing
also have almost similar relevance calculation, it takes all
documents from the web and parses each document for
word frequency. They do stemming and parsing the
generate hash value for each word, that is stored in
word frequency. The same processes do for each query and
map with that in frequency table.

There are so many sites they support search services, they
transmit user queries to several search engines and retrieve
relevant documents from all those simultaneously , if any
duplicated data remove that and present the information in
result page. IBM InfoMarket and MetaCrawler are
examples of search services.

3. Retrieval Effectiveness Assessment

The retrieval effectiveness of information retrieval systems
are measured using two major parameters, precision and
recall. In order to measure the relevance based on these
parameters required a predetermined quantity of
documents, a normal set of queries, and relevant and
irrelevant documents for each query. But to carry out such
an experiment is quite difficult task. So here the
experiment to compare the effectiveness is carried out in
terms of standard queries and the number of documents
retrieved for that.

The result of one experiment which conducted on
WEBSIFT [13] based on various search tools and services
using query “latex software” is given below Table1. The
query was intended to find both public-domain sources and
commercial vendors for obtaining Latex software.

From the result table it has been seen that among the
search tools, Hotbot and InfoSeek has the largest retrieval
power, more than 3 million; and WWW is the least
retrieval rate, 4,999. Hotbot has an important feature of
searches, using search term and phrases. Also its relevance
calculation is based on various factors such as frequency
and document length. If the query term appears in the title
or META tag has high relevance than others. InfoSeek Its
main advantage is that it support searches for symbols,
phrases also it searches images based on the caption. The
relevance calculation in this method is also based whether
the query term appears in the beginning of the documents.
So these may be the reason for their dominance in the field
of retrieving documents.

4. Improving Retrieval Effectiveness

The latest Search tools are developed focusing on only
query-processing speed and database size. The main
reason for that is old HTML versions are insufficient in
presenting document contents to search tools [5, 4]. Now
they introduced META TAG feature, this gives a clue of
what that document is. In almost all cases where all we use
search tools, for each search query it returns thousands of
relevant documents. It is actually again a burden to the
user to search into that and identify the appropriate one for
them. So here this research is focused on the area of how
can provide less or short relevant list of documents to the
user according to the query. After comparing major search
tools, found out major features than can give more
promising results are:

4.1 Relevance Feedback Techniques

Query construction plays a vital role in retrieval
efficiency, even though, it is not always possible to restrict
the user. [6, 18]. But users can provide feedback about the
documents retrieved for their query. These feedbacks can
substantially improve the retrieval process. Instead of
simple say this document retrieved is not relevant it is
more preferable to give relative feedbacks. In order to use
relevance feedback technique in search engines, they
require changing their document representation itself. So It
will become be more communicative and semantically
thriving than just indexing the title. That means they need
to index the entire content but not simply title. User
feedback has an important role in measuring the relevance of a document in an information retrieval system[2]. The traditional method of precision and recall treat relevance as only a two-leveled notion. So major component required in an information retrieval system is consideration of user feedback before indexing the documents. This gives a privilege to the user to judge the retrieved documents and give their option of top documents in the retrieved list according to their query [17]. This new list again classifies and re-ranked, so definitely it has a major role in determining the final set of retrieved items.

4.2 Term Frequency

While analyzing the previous search tool result it is obvious that most well performed tools have considered an important feature for ranking, term frequency. So this is also another feature required for an efficient IR system. According to the concept of term frequency a document is considered as bag of words. Each word in the document is associated with a weight, and the documents are ranked based on the weight of query terms present in that particular document.

4.3 Inward Link

Google proves that ranking based on inward link is inevitable. Link structure helps to determine which web pages are to be added to the collection of relevant documents, and how to order them. Definitely there is no doubt that if we incorporate relevance feedback system with term frequency and inward link for relevance calculation certainly will show an effective information retrieval.

5. Conclusions

None of the search tools integrate the techniques relevance feedback, term frequency and inward link for relevance calculation of web pages. The quality in indexing web documents has an awesome effect on retrieval. Undoubtedly the incorporation of these techniques by a search tool will significantly dig over irrelevant documents and ranked relevant documents in the top. An efficient information retrieval algorithm should compatible with international standards and able to meet out all the challenges efficiently. This study is limited to an analysis of some of the major search tools and its methodologies, to find out some features which can incorporate to the IR system to improve its efficiency. As future work we can do a study on how we can improve the information retrieval process by considering different dimensions and develop a system.
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